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SUMMARY

An extensive collection of the lift and hinge—momsnt charade%
istics of omtrol surfaoes up to a Mach number of O.~ has been
ae6enibledfrom hig&speed wind-tunnel data. It covers a wide
variety of control+mrfaoe profiles, plan forms and aerodynamic

balances. The various factors which affeot CLa$ CL5, C&,

and ch6 at high Woh nunibersare discussed and the @portanoe of

conlzol+urface profile on lift and hinge moments is stressed. This
report should find wide application In control+urfaoe design and
aontrol estimates.

Considerable mntrol-surfaoe research has been conducted during
the past decade and many attempts have been mde to derive theo-

retical and empirioal relations which will pemit the aeroQnamicist
to predict contro~urface characteristics with a reasomble degree
of accuracy. The bulk of this effort and the major part of the
available infcmmation, however, has been conoerned with the low-
speed, i.nccqmssible characteristic of control surfaces. (See
referemes 1 through 8.) h urgent need exists for dependable
information which oan be used in the design of omtrol surfaoes for
use at high speed. There have been re~ated instauces where control
surfaces satisfaotm’y fm l-peed use were unsuitable for h@&
speed use.

.
Beoause of the large number of factars involved, prediction

of contro&surface daraotiristios at high speed is often more
* cliffioult than the prediction of the charao~ristics of a wing.

The lack & a suitable theory aocountlng for the effects d’
compressibility= separation, gap, surface discontimdties, and
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many other varialles affecting control-surface characteristics has
resulted in the widespread use of experimental data as the best
guide. Unfortunately, most hl&speed wind-tunnel investigations
conducted during the past few yeaxs were directed toward the
developmmt or improvwmmt of specific tactical airplanes and
systematic high+peed control-surface research has been initiated
only recently. The present report conibinesthe extensive hig&
speed control-surface data obtained from many unrelated investiga-
tions with more recently obtained results and includes a discussion
of the general hi-peed control problems.

SYmms

cinge mom3nt
control surface hlnge+noxm

)
nt coefficient _

qbfc~

lift
‘lift coefficient

()~

(

rolling morent
rolling+xment coefficient

qsb )

free-stream dynamic pressure @p#), pounds per

free-stream mass density, slugs per cubic foot

free-stream velocity, feet per second

surface area, square feet

spa perpendicular to plane of symetry, feet

span of control surface along hinge line, feet

A

.

squaxe foot

dlbtance from centroid of tab to control-surface hinge line,
feet

local chord, feet

root mean squsred chord of control surface normal to the
hinge line, feet

chord of nose overhang forward of hinge line, feet

angle of attack, degrees

control-surface deflection in a plane perpendicular to the
hinge line, degrees .

*
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fre~tream Maoh number

inoluded angle at
contiol-surface

the traillng edge
profile, degreee

between tangents
(See fig. 3.)

to the

included angle between lines through the trailing edge to
the upper and lower surfaoes at the hinge line; de~es
(See fig. 3.)

ratio of the inoluded angle at the trailing edge between
tangents to the
edge az@e of a

(l?wP2) ●

Subscripts

f contiol surface

t tab

contio143urface contour ~o t% trailing-
corresponding flat-sided oontrol surfaoe,

3

REDUCTION AND ERESENTATTON OF KESULTS

A collection of high-speed wind-tunnel data on control surfaces

is presented in this report. It covers a wide selection of plan
forras,aitioil sections, aerodynamic balanoes, and control- ~
surfaoe profiles. A list of the control surfaoes and the
i~ortant aerodynamic dimensional data is yresented in table 1.
For sinrplioity,each control surface and tab for whidh data are.
presented is designated by a letter. The plan forms and section
profiles of the oontrol surfaces are shuwn in figure 1. Duplica-

. tion of results has been avoided in oases were two or more wind-
tunnel tivestigations cavered control surfaces of ne=ly identioal

coNFm~
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dimensions and characteristics. IE such cases, only the control
surfaoe for which the highest test Mach number was attained has
been included in this analysis. Control surface X was tested in
the Langley l&foot higl+epeed wind tunnel and the others listed in
table I were tested In the Ames 16-foot hig&speed wind tunnel.

Since most of the control surfaces were tasted as integral
yarts of completi airplane models, no accurate determination of
the drag characteristicswas Male. Further, insufficient pressure-
distribution measurements were obtained to permit a detailed study
of the pressures. Therefore, only the Ilft and hinge+oment
characteristics have bee~ inoludsd in this reyort. There were
insufficient high+peed data on tab hinge moments to make an
a@uate comparison. The tab effectiveness, however, has been
summarized for several different tab installations.

Tunnel-wall and constriction corrections have been applied to
the results wherever the magnitude of the correction was large enough
to be of importance. The Reynolds numbers for all tests were high -
enough to make the results generally applicable to ful.l+cale deeign.
At a ~ch number of 0.3, the Reynolds number was 1.2 X 106 for the
control surface G whioh was tested as the horizontal tail of a *

relatively small model of a mmplete airplane. In nearly alJ of the
other tests the Reyaolds number exceeded 2 X 106 at a Mach nuniberof
0.3.

The hinge-xriomentcharacteristics of the control surfaces are
presented in figm?es 2(a) to 2(y). Figure 3 presents sketches
shuwing the manner in which the control-surface parameter r is
evaluated for different control surfaces of varying profile. This
parameter was found useful in comparing the results and is used in
figure 4 which shows the variation of Cb ~d 0h5 with 14wsh
nuniberfor control surfaces having radius noses and a variety of
profiles aft of the hinge line. Figure 5 presents the variations
of. c& md fh~ with ~ch number,for oontrol surfaces having

overhang and internal nose balances. The variations of the lift
parameters, c and

$! %
, with Mach number for the control

surfaces for wh ch the da were available are,presented in figure 6.
FQure 7 shows the extent to which slight revisions in prtiile near
the trailing edge affected the rolling effectiveness of control
surfaces E andF. Figure 8 summarizes the variation of tab effec-
tiveness with lkch number for several different control+tiace
oornbinations.

coNF33mvmAL
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Elevator Hinge Moments and Longitudinal Control

5

The najority of the control prollems encountered with high–
speed airplanes durlng the past se~eral years have p%rtained to
lor~itudinal stability and trim. The causes of and mgary.sfor
controlling the nosing-down tendency of airplanea at high speeds
have been studied quite thoroughly and have been summar5zed in
reference 9, which also includes an analysis of the influence of
elevator h3nge moments on the high-speed control.

Since the longitudinal stability and control of high+peed
airplanes are vitally affected by changes in the wing liftiurve
slope, angle of attack for zero lift, wing pitching+mment .
characteristics, wing span load distribution, and downwash in
addition to the characteristics of the hor~zontal tail, it is
difficult to formulate design cr3teria which will be a~plicable.
to all airplanes. However, there are se~eral concepts dealing
with the design of high-speed control surfaces which are generally

. applicable.

It is commonly known that as the size and speed,of airplanes
are increased, the loads on the surfaces are also increased. In
order to keep the stick forces within the control of the pilot,
aercd.ynamicbalances, tabs, or boosts must be used.in the control
s~stem. In choosing the aerodynamic balance, both C~ and Chb
must be considered. Although it is possible to obtain an
acceptable variation of stick force with airplane norml
acceleration wh~ch is independent of center+f~avi%y location
by combining zero Chb and a sllghtly positive C&, it is

common to use a slightly negative Chb to prevent rapid movement

of t,hecoctrol surfacee and to e.voidthe possibility of over—
balanced control surfaces and unstable stick–force ~adients at
high Mach numbers. TWO factors control the selection of %;
namely, control forces and center-of~ravity travel. A slightly
negative c~ is usually desirable, but if a large travel is

required for the center of gravity,it is generally necessary to
use a positive C~ in order to move the stick–free neutral point

aft of the stick–fixed neutral point. However, the stick-force
gradient imposes a restr~ction on the amount of positive C% which

. can be permitted, since a positive c~ tends to heavy the elevator

h3nge moments encountered in flight ~neuvers.
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A further restriction is Imposed on the use of positive C~
at Maoh numbers well above the critical of an airplane, where
the use of an elevator etiibiting a large positive C& generally

leads to exoessive pull forces at the controls. In this regard, the
use of a thicker airfoil section at the root of the wing than at
the tip and other factors such as interference effects of nacelles
and fuselages tend to lower ~ critical Mach znmiberof the inboard
section of the wing. When the Mach number of lift divergence of the
wing is exceeded, there results a reduction in the airplane lifk
curve slo~e, an outboard shift In the wing span had distribution,
and a reduction in the downwash on the tail. If the wing is cambered,
there also occurs an increase in the wing angle of attaok for zero
lift. The reduced lift-curve slope and Increased zero-lift angle
increase the a~rplane angle of attack required for level flight.
The*net result of these adverse changes is a marked increase in the
airplane static longitudinal stability and a sizeable increase in
the angle of attack of the horizontal tail, requiring increasingly
larger up-elevator deflections. If the airplane were equipped with
elevators displaying a negative

a
Ch5 and pOSitiVO C&, the

increase in tail angle of attack would be acccmpaniedby further
increases in the elevator hinge+mment coefficient. Excessive * .

control forces generally result unless a trimming devic~ such as a
dive recovery flap, is available and is effective at the high Mach
number in question. A summery and analysis of data on dive-
recovery flaps has already been presented in reference 10, no
repetition of results being necessary in this report. Since the
present analysis is primarily concerned with hinge moments, no
results have been included for spoilers where the hinge moment is
generally unimportant. Detailed data on spoilers maybe found in
references 11, 12, and 13.

Aileron Hinge Moments and lateral Control

As in the case of elevators it i.sgenerally necessary to
employ aerodynamic balmce, a balance tab, a servotab, or scma
type of boost in the aileron system in order to keep stick forces
within the pilot;s control. At both luw and high speeds, the
magnitudes of the hinge moments of the ailerons are affectedly
wing csnberj by the differences in the angles of attack of the wing
tips during roll, and by the use of unequal up and down aileron
deflections often used to obtain desirable yawing characteristics.
There is also a possibility of adverse control tendencies
accompanying aileron deflection with an airplane operating slightly
above its critical Mach number, because deflection of the ailerons
changes the critical Mach numbers of the wing tips and may result
in local shock+ave formation, separation, and reduced effectiveness
of one or both ailerons.

CONFIIfENTIAL
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*
To avoid the possibility of overbalancing of the ailerons at

high Mach numbers, it is desirable to have a slightly negative Cm
7 throughout the erpected operating range of Mach numbers and zero

or sldghtl~ negative C& in order to maintain light control forces

over the desired range of angles of attack. A positive ~ tends

to increase the hinge moments eccountared in fliuht with ailerons
displaying a

of attack of

Eus!J2”–

negative Chb, because of the vari~tion in the angles

the wing tips with rolling motion.

C!ontrol+face Characteristics

Control surfaces B, E, F, and G have swep&back plan
forms for the purpose of increasing the lkch nu?ibersof lift and
hinge-mcment divergence. The seinemodel was used for the tests of
control surfaces A and B except that the hinge ldnes were swept 0°
and 45°, respectively. The flap in both cases was the simplest

* t~e, having a radius nose and flat sides. The complete data
oltained ,frcnnthese tests are presented in reference 14.

%
As shown in figure 6, dweeping the model back reduced the

liftiurve slope C% to almost one-half the unswept value and

decreased the flap effectiveness CL~ to less than one–third the

unsweyt value below 0.80 Mi!ichnumber; but it should he noted that
the aspect ratio was reduced frcm 5.36 to 2.31. The reduction in
C~ was in fair agreement with the general rule that the lift+
curve slope is proportional to the cosine of the angle of sweep at
small amgles of attack. The large reduction in CL5 can be

explained by the fact that the area of the swept model B was
approximately 40 percent greater than that of the unswept model A,
but the fla~s were the same size. If the flap effectiveness of
the two models be expressed in terms of an equal area, the ratio of
the values of ~b then approximates the cosine rule.

In the results shown in figure 6 (a), the lift+urve slopes of
the unswept control surfaces increase with Mach number up to the
Mach number of lift divergence, the variation being well approxi-
mated by the three+iimensional Glauert factor which depends
primarily on aspect z%tio as discussed in reference 15. The
increases in lifl+mrve slopes with Mach nuder for the swept
surfaces B and G, however, are much more gradual, indicating that
possibly the Mch number compomnt perpendicular to the quarter–

+ chord line should be used in computing the quantity (1-W). me
flap effectiveness peraneter shown in figure 6(b) remains rehtively
constant with Mach number UI to the Mach number of lift divergence form
both the swept and unswept control surfaces.

CONFIIENTIKL
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As shown by
mxrfacea A and B
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the hinge+nment character~stics for control
s

in figures 2(a) and 2(3), sweeping the model
reduced the variations pf hinge+mment coefficient–with control- ?
surface deflection and with angle of attack. The reductions in C%
and Ch5 accompanied the reduction In CL5.

It might be mentioned that if the choice between swept and unswe@
horizontal tails was being considered for a given airplane, the area of
the tail would have to be increased as the swee~ was increased in order
to provide the same amount of static longitudinal stability at lowhfach
numbers because of the reduction in tail-plane lift-curve slope with
increasing swee~, For an airplane which is to fly at Mach numbers
above 0.85, the use of sweep offers definite advantages by delaying
the effects of ccmrpressibilltyon both lift and hinge mcnnentsto
hi$ner Mach numbers and by reducing the magnitude of the changes when
they Occur. In selecting the amount of sweep to be used, it is
desirable to keep the sweep angle to a minimum in order to maintain

high C~ and CL5 over the entire speed range. On the other hand,

the gain in critical Mach number from the use of sweep is often only
.

one-half that indicated by the cosine approximation because of ‘
interference at the plane of syumetry and separation resulting frmn
the spenwfse flow of air in the boundary layer inducedby syanwise

●

pressure gradients. The interference and separation can be reduced
by proper contouring of the fusel.age+ing or fuselage-stabilizer
intersections and possiblyby the use of boundar~layer control.

&b”foil sectiw.-~e choice of’airfoil section for a high-speed
wing or horizontal tail is governed in part by structural consider-
ations and by the type of control surface to be used. If a
relatively large nose balance is to %e employed on the control
surface, it is desirable to have sufficient thickness to allow ample
deflection of the control surface without the nose balance pro~ectlng
excessively. In the case of sm internal nose balance, sufficient
space is required within the profile to ~ermit ample motion of the
balance. =.

Locating the maximum thiclmess near the midchord satisfies the
control+urface space requirements and allows a maximum depth for
a centrally located spar. However, for airfoils with the maximum
thickness relatively far aft on the chord, the greater adverse
pressure gradient over the aft.portion of the airfoil is conducive
to separation at higher Mach numbers which tends to reduce the flap
effectiveness. Such an effect is indicated by”the flight-test
results presented In reference 16 wherein the reduction in flap
effectiveness started at a considerably lower Mach number and becsme
more pronounced on a wing having an NACA 66series airfoil than on

.

●
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=
a similar wing having an NACA 23&series airfoil eqction. The 13ame
effect of separation is shown in reference 9 which Includes somq

* flap data from hig&speed wind-tunnel tests of 2&percent chord
flaps on a~rfoils having a ww 65-21o section. ~eliminary
considerations of the dynsmics of the air Partioles flowing at high
speed over a control+urface combination indicate that disconti-
nuities in the slope of the surface or in the rate of change of
slo~e with chordwise tistance aft of the maxi.mmnthickness strongly
influence separation because of the vertical accelerations required
of the air in following the profile. Although no systematic high-
speed investigation has leen conducted on the matter, existing
data on flap effectiveness favor the more forward locations of
max~mu thiclmees and flat-sided surfaces. The rotter is closely
related to the control-surface profile and trailing-edge angle.

Csmber affects the critioal Mach number and the high-speed
aerodynamic characteristics of airfoils as discussed in refer-
ence 9, but does not have any large effect on conti.okmrface

.
characteristics exoept for a slight charge in the hinge+mment
coefficient.

.
Favorable tail characteristics can Fe obtained up to a Mach

number of at least O.@ without resorting to the use of sweep by
using reduced thickness-t~hord ratios. By comparing the
results in figures 5 and 6, which present the variations of ~,

Cha> %& and CL5 with Mach nmber for several control-surface

combinations, it oan be eeen that control surface I, having NACA
000> and 0007-airfoil sectiohs at the root and tip, respectively,
and having flat-sided elevators, exhibits no adverse character-
istics up to a Maoh number of 0.85, the limit of the test. Refer–
ence 9 contains extensive h.ig&speed airfoil dab on the effects
of thickness. In using reduced.thickness-t~hord ratios,
locating the maximum thickness forward of the @percent chord line
permits a lager leading+dge radius them could be used with more
aft chordwise looations of maxinnunthiclmess.

Control-surface profile aft of the hinge line.- The importance

of control-surface profile aft of the hinge line on the high-speed
control-surface characteristics has been fully realized only
recently. In many high-peed wind-tunnel and flight investiga-
tions, drastic changee in control-surface characteristics were
unexpeclxxilyencountered at high Mach numbers. In S- cases, the
unusual characteristics were found to be associated with bulges and

. in others with the trailing-edge angle of the control surface.
Comparison of the control-surface profiles described in table I ad
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figure 1 with the hinge moments in figure 2 indicated that the
parameter r, defined in the symbols and in figure 3, could be used
to correlate the &ata for the various profiles. As shown in
figure h(a), the parameter r provides a fair index of the C& of

the various control surfaces in spite of the large differences in
airfoil sections, thickness-to-chord ratios, oritical Mach nunibers,
and plan forms. The results in figure A(b) indicate that r and
the trailing-dge angle do not provide sufficient information for
predicting ch~, because of the effects of sweep and the profile

over the forward pert of the control surface. However, the
~ter r gives a very good indication of the changes in both

c%
and Ch5 with increasing Mach nunber. The results indicate

that r should be kept near unity, and that the trailing+dge angle
should be kept below 140. The increasingly powerful balancing
effect of beveled trailing edges at higher ~ch numbers may be
realized by comparing the hinge-mcment characteristics of control
surfaces J and K in figures 2(g) and 2(k) and by compsring those of
central surfaces T and V in figures 2(t) and 2(v), respectively.

.

In both oases, the addition of the bevels produced excessive over-
balance at the higher Mch n~bers, and also reduced the effectiveness
of the control surfaces as shown in figure 6(b) for control surfaces

.

J and K and in reference 17 for control surfaces T andV.

A strong indication of the reduction In control-surface
effectiveness caused by an excessive trailing-edge angle is shown
In figure 7 for the swept contiol surfaces E and F. The convex
sides and the accompanying large traillng-eilgeangle greatly
reduced the effectiveness of the control surface E at high Mach
numbers. Flattening the sides by extending the chord as shcm% in
figure l(b) approximately doubled the effectiveness at 0.91@ch
number, as shown in figure 7. A corresponding @movement was
obtained In the hinge-moment characteristics as shown in figm?es
2(e) and 2(f).

Further evidence of the manner in which trailing~dge profile
affects control-surface characteristics is shuwn in figure 2(w) for
the all movable surface W. In this case Cha and Chb are essen=

tially the same parameter and correspond to the pitching+oment
characteristics of a wing of equal aspect ratio, plan form, and
airfoil section. Although the hinge mcments were measured about
the l>percent-chord line, both Cha ~d %5 become increasingly

positive with increasing Mach number, because of the large trailhg-
edge angle and convex profile of the NACA 1=09 airfoil section.
High-speed data on low-aspeckratio wings provide the best guide for
predicting the characteristics of alLaovable contiol surfaces.

.

#
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Additional data on the effects of bevels and bulges 011control-
surface characteristics are presented in references 9 and 18. When

* using elliptical plan forms or curved trailing edges such as on
control surface H, attention shbuld be given to the maintenance of
a uniformly small t.railing+dge angle along the entire span of the
control surface.

Nose balance.- Aerodynmic nose balances have been used
extensively for reduc~ Chb of control surfaces. The two common
types of nose balance are the overhang t~, such as employed on
control surfaces E, I, J, K, L, M, 1?,Q, R, S, and X and the
internal-balance t~, used on control surfaces O, P, T, U, V, and
Y. The hinge+nonmnt characteristics of all of these control
surfaces are presented in figure 2. Both ~ and Chb evaluatid

at zero angle of attack and zero control-surface setting.are
summarized in figure 5. Control surfaces O, P, andU, having Internal
balances, are marked with asterisks to identify therefrom the rest
of the control surfaces which have simple overhang balances.

Figure 5(a) indicatis that there is relatively little variation
. in ~with length of overhang for control surfaces having flat sides;

but when the thichess of the overhang is greater than that at the
hinge line, C& tends to be positive, as shown for control surfaces
X and N. Control surface S, whiQh is essentially control surface Q
with a horn balance attached, exhibits the markedly positive ~

of 0.007; while control surface U, which has concave sides and a
sealed, internal balance, e~ibits a strongly negative @a. Control

surface K, having the beveled trailing edge but the same plan form
and nose balance as control surface J, exhibits marked overbalance
at the higher Mach nunibers,as shown in figure 2(k). The balancing
effects of the nose balance and the beveled trailing edge are
additive. Because of the large positive ~a, control surface K

is not suitable for high+peed use. In general, the results
indicate that aerodynamic balances can be used effectively up to a
Mach nrmiberof at least 0.85 and probably higher,provided the nose
shape is properly formed and the thicbes%~hord ratio and
trailing+dge angle are kept sufficiently small.

Wane for controlling ~and Chb.- The results in figures 2, 4,

and 5 indicate that the profile of the control surface tit of the
hinge line greatly influences ~ and Chb. A bulged or beveled

.
profile (r>l) tends to produce positive C% and Chb, the effect

becoming more pronounced with increasing hkch nuniber. Flat-sided.
(r = 1) or cusped profiles (r<l) generally produce negative C%

C!ONFIIMNTIAL
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and Chb. E~osed ,or

means far increasing

The lack of symmetry

CONFIDENTIAL NACA EM No. A’7L02

unshielded horm balances provide an effeotlve

& and C& as sh- in figures 2(s) and 5.

in the hinge mments of figures 2(r) and 2(s)
were oaused by deformation of the model which was part of a
prototyp airplane and did not possess the rflgidltyof speoially
oonstruoted high-speed wind-tunnel models. Reference 19 presents
additional results and discussion of shielded and unshielded horn
balances and oovers several control+~ace ccmibinations,including
Q, R, and S. Trailing-edge strips or beads are effective in making
C% and Ch8 more negative, as shown in reference 20 which oovers

tests of l/16-inoh-and l/8-inch-diameter tubing fastened.to the
bailing edge of control surface X and tested at 0.35 Mach numler.
The effect of such traflin~dge strips is to alter the air fluw
over the control surface In mush a manner that the streamlines
resemble those over a cusped stiaoe (r<l). Aerodynamic nose balanoes
are effective in controlling ~b, but as the thickness of the nose -

balance increases, C% tends to increase poeiti~elY. .

Although C~and @a are the most widely used hinge-m~nt

parameters in control-surface studies, it should be remembered
.

that the hinge-moment curve deflnedby the locus of points actually
encountered in flight determines the control forces which will
recult. Thus, maneuvers are not conducted at oonstit angle of
attack or at constant control+mrface setting in the rm,nnerthat
C%and Cha are evaluated. Both a and 5 change and it may readily

be seen that the control forces depend on the combination of’~
and Chb.

Tabs.- Because of the difficulty of measuring ta% cheracti~
istios on small, hig&speed win&tunnel models, there is only a
relatively small amount of data available, The variation of tab
effectiveness with ~ch number for six representative models is
shown in figure 8. The area moment of a tab about the flap hinge
line was suggested in referenoe 1 as a fair index of low-speed tab
effectiveness. Dhmnsional parameters eqyressing the area moments
of the tabs and ratio of tab area to flay area have been added to
figure 8 in order to permit comparisons of the effectiveness of the
VW?iOUS tabs. Neither parameter, huwever, accounts for the effects
of boundary layer, separation, or leakage around the tab, all of whioh
have a sizeable Influence on the load on the tab.

The existing tab data indicate that the tab effectiveness
decreases at the higher ~ch numbers in a winner similar to the
reduction in CLb for the control surface. It might be e~cted
then, that any contributing factor which causes separation and tends
to decrease flap effectiveness at higher Maoh numbers would

CONFIDENTIAL
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.

similarly affect the tab effectiveness. Beveled trailing edges,
bulges, and convex sides, which were shown to have adverse effects

c on control+mrface characteristics at high B&.chnumbers, would be
expected to have detrimental effects on the tab characteristics.

No ta’bhinge moments have been sumarized in this report because
of the lack of sufficient hig&speed data. Not only are tab hinge
moments rather difficult to measure on small wind-tunnel models but,
in nmst cases, the tab hinge moments have not been of primary
importance to the aerodynamicist. Iow-speed tab data may be found
in references 1, 2, and 21. High-speed data on tab effectiveness
are presented in references I.1and 22.

Transonic Flutter

In the design of hig&epeed control-surface installations,
particular consideration should be given to the prevention of
transonic flutter. It 3.snot within the scope of this report to
present a detailed analysis of transonic flutter. Eowever, it is
appropriate to ~ntlon that the phenomenon generally occurs at
supercritical speeds in the presence of shock waves ati is associated
with the time lag between control-surface movement and the resulting
changes in circulation and boundary layer. The rigidity, inertia,
and aerodynamic balance of the control system are among the princi-
pal variables which may be used in controlling the flutter since they
affect the natural frequency, the actuating forces, and the
restraining forces on the control surface. Forthcoming publica–
tione on current flutter research should be consulted for further
infornwtion.

CONCLUSIONS

Fromas umm@ and analysis of higkspeed wind–tunnel data on
control surfaces, the following conclusions are made concerning
control+urface characteristics up to a Mach number of O.$xl:

1. The adverse effects of compressibility on control-etiaoe
character~stics can be greatly reduced by using low thickness-to-
chord ratios, locating the maximum thickness forw=d of the w
percent chord line, mintalning minimum curvature and minimum
changes of curvature aft of the midchord, and using flat-sided

. control surfaces having smJl trailing+dge angles.

2. Convex sides, bulges, bevels, and excessive trailing+dge
. anglee on contiol surfaces tend to reduce the control-surface

effectiveness and to increase the variations of C!h8 amd C&

CONFIDENTIAL
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with moh number, Chb

lecoming increasingly
divergence.
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generally beooming

positive up to the

.

unstable (posltlve)amd
%

Maoh number of lift m

3. Concave or cuswd sibs on contiol surfaces tend to heaw
the controls by making ~hb increasingly negative up to tie Mach -

number of lift divergence.

4. The llft-ourve slope C~ of ccmtrol-surface omibinations

generally inoreases with Mmh number up to the Mach number of lift
divergence in a manner closely approximatadby the tkree-dimensional
Glauert factor.

5. The control-eurfaoe effectiveness Cm generally remains

essentially constant over the Maoh number range beluw that for lift
divergence for control surfaces having trailing-edge angles less
than 140. As the convexity and trailing+dge angle are increased,
however, the oontrol-surface effedxlveness tends to decrease with
increasing Mach number.

Ames Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Moffett Field, Calif.
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!Ontrol A&foil section
control Averege

Im’face’ Rcat !cI$- SurPaoe txalllw ~:t &rm@mmio balance
Contolll’e% @

A Flat ~o
Modwfea

5.36 ~ mIM

B m rlmt 120 2.31 Nme

c 6wno
Bulged 1P

D Modified UA Bulged ~o 4.14 Bulge
Q31O

B m m Airfoil $!OO 5.CP None
oo12-64oo11-64 (ocmvex)

F

.—

Modified Flat 14’3 4.79 lmlw

Icl&44 OJ!!!24
Erlended Chcnxl—.

G N&0A ool&64 AirPoil ~8° 4.65 Iw10
(convex)

H Mie& AII’Poil MO 4.65 0.25 y overhang

NAOA (K)09 (convex)

I m m Flat 10’J 4.13 O.~ cf overhang

CQ09 0007

J wloA WA Flat
Oou? 0009

~o 3.84 0.35of overhang

K E9vded 1250 3.84 0.35 of overhang,
berel.eatamlllng edge

L NAOA 65Am Flat 140
5.07 0.35 of overhang

-ii$w—

. f



TABLE I.- COWUIDED.

Cc.mtrol Airfoil section control Averege

muYace Rwt l’lp eur.faoe tmll.lllg- ~;’

..mntaur edue amb

[

M E!-117 B-UT LY

I

6.9
t/c=o.lg t/o=o .09

N Mcdifled Flat lLO 5.55
IW!A 0012

C imcA 65-213 Flat so 6.0

II P m 65.m5

lFht I 17;50I 4“43

El+
‘ Flat ~o 3.67

mat I@ 4.43

Flat I@ I!,43

Airfoil ~o 6.28
(conome)

!%%--K-
1 Y I B-117 t/0=0.20 Flat I

220

I 5.55

.

Aerodm o hlmce I
0.41 cf overhang

0.46 q cverhmg I
0.46Cf ~ sled internal

ce

o.lq of aee.lm?titerlle.1
balance

0.33 c+ ovarhmm? I

0.60Cf Bedd, intend

balanm?l I

==4
0.42 cf sealed., lnterml

balame, beyeled txailing+dge

—movable stiaoe hinge

at 0.15 chcmd

0.48 q overhang

0.66Cf Inted ~
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